RESOURCES SPOTLIGHT: CANVAS!

One of our priorities in T&E is ensuring our instructors are well supported in every facet of their teaching and that staff members feel prepared to answer questions regarding best practices for exam and survey conduction at Emory.

Over the past few years, the T&E staff has had the privilege of working closely with the Academic Technologies team in LITS to help move towards this goal. Through that partnership, we have not only helped implement EvaluationKIT for online evaluations at several Emory schools, but we have also exchanged information about our various services for exam conduction to help meet the needs of instructors.

In light of Emory beginning remote classes in late March, we especially want to ensure that faculty and staff are aware of the online exam options in Canvas. Even when the campus reopens for classes, we hope our customers will find these resources helpful at any time during the year:

- **Canvas Assignments and Quizzes** From multiple choice and true/false to essay questions, Canvas Quizzes can accommodate your needs for online exams and often allows for an exact replication of exam questions used for Scantrons.
- **“Keep Teaching in Canvas”** is a webpage that serves as a one-stop shop for everything instructors should think through when considering or planning for remote teaching. This includes links to Canvas Studio for recording lectures and resources on Canvas Discussions to keep a thriving culture of idea-exchange alive even during e-meetings.
- Teaching and Learning Technologies communications! These emails go to all instructors in Canvas and highlight timely resources that will help inform and support your pedagogy this semester and beyond. (Spoiler alert: it’s how we learned about the resources shared above!) If you haven't been getting these or have questions, simply email classes@emory.edu
- Consider a **one-on-one consultation with Canvas team** in-person, on the phone, or via zoom. They even have incredible workshops for remote teaching, zoom meetings, and much more. Just have a question? Feel free to email classes@emory.edu

Whether your exam or survey goals include online resources or our paper Scantron products, we are here to support you. Please don't hesitate to reach out to registr@emory.edu or call 404-727-7780 and let us know how we can help!

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT FROM T&E

In light of recent events, unfortunately Testing and Evaluation will have to suspend scanning and reporting services until further notice.

Beginning March 16, the following T&E services will be suspended until further notice:

- Appointments and drop offs for scanning/reporting of exams and surveys
- Pick up of blank answer sheets
- In-person consultations

Please contact registr@emory.edu if you have any questions we can help with! As always, thank you for being T&E customers.